ESCAPING THE PAST
Towards a decolonising reading of Okinawan literature

a lecture by Dr. Victoria Young
University of Cambridge

Wednesday, November 6, 2019
4:30 – 6:00 PM
Department of Literature, Room 155

With Dr. Wendy Matsumura, Department of History, UCSD

Victoria Young is the Kawashima Lecturer in Japanese Literature and Culture of the Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Cambridge. Her research draws on the works of Sakiyama Tami, Yi Yang-ji, and Tawada Yōko to examine how each author’s works both occupy and challenge various borders of Japanese literature. Young is currently a visiting researcher at UCLA, where she is preparing her first monograph.

Sponsored by the Department of Literature Public Events Committee and the Hajime Mori Chair in Japanese Language and Literature. For more information, please contact Andrea Mendoza, anm015@ucsd.edu